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Abstract

In this research note, we introduce and describe the collection of data on mask mandates in the United States. We detail the collection protocol as well as tools for accessing the data and offering feedback on amendments to the data. We present introductory visualization of the data. This project is part of a continuing effort to collect vital information about public policy interventions during the COVID-19 pandemic.

\textbf{Data download location:} https://www.austinlwright.com/covid-research

\textbf{Recommend an update:} https://forms.gle/DtUSyvHDj9rj1Akq8

\textbf{JEL Classification:} H12, I18.

\textbf{Keywords:} COVID-19, mask mandates.
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*We thank all of the student research assistants in the 2020 IPAL and DPSS labs for their hard work and dedication to this important project. We also thank Julia Raifman and Marcus Painter for their inspiration of this open access data collection and sharing project. All errors remain our own.
Overview

In this data overview paper, we introduce a novel comprehensive database of county-level mask mandate policies in the United States. We begin by providing an overview of the current research on mask use during the COVID-19 pandemic. This research suggests that mask use can effectively reduce transmission risk, has significantly reduced cases and deaths in states where relevant policies have been implemented previously, yet compliance and enforcement remains uneven. The first paper using this data, Milosh et al. (2020), highlights the important role of partisanship in influencing mask use. Our goal is to advance research on the public policy relevance of mask mandates by making this data publicly available and free to download and use. Since local policies are constantly evolving, we ask users to contribute to continuous updates of the data. We describe how to suggest revisions. We will update the data frequently and recommend users document their respective retrieval dates.

Figure 1: County-specific and state-wide mask mandates in the United States.

Notes: Data used to compile this map is a combination of county-specific and state-wide mandates assembled as a part of the Tracking Mask Mandates project. The latest data can be retrieved at this link: https://www.austinlwright.com/covid-research. To recommend a revision to the database, please navigate to this link: https://forms.gle/DtUSyvHDj9rj1Akg8.
Mask Use during the COVID-19 Pandemic

Usage of masks and fabric face coverings in public spaces has recently received substantial attention as a public health intervention for slowing the spread of COVID-19 within the US. Experimental evidence and mathematical modelling have shown that face mask usage can effectively block droplet transmission, greatly reducing the rate of infection for COVID-19 (Chu et al., 2020; Eikenberry et al., 2020; Fisman et al., 2020; Gandhi et al., 2020; Leung et al., 2020). Additionally, observational studies have demonstrated that mandating mask usage is associated with lower mortality and incidence rates (Cheng et al., 2020; Leffler et al., 2020; Lyu and Wehby, 2020a; Mitze et al., 2020). Most governmental bodies, including the US CDC, have recommended mask usage in public spaces (CDC, 2020). Numerous academic pieces have been published explicitly advocating for increased mask usage (Greenhalgh et al., 2020; Howard et al., 2020; Javid et al., 2020; Kai et al., 2020). However, mask usage in the US remains far from universal; an estimate by the *New York Times* based on survey results indicates around 80 percent of Americans use masks (Katz et al., 2020). While this figure may appear somewhat high, it would only be the case if this figure applied uniformly to the whole US population.

Identifying patterns in mask usage, or the lack thereof, is useful to assessing the role and effectiveness of mask usage as a public health intervention. Provision of information, enforcement, and other tools for promoting mask usage rely on correctly identifying the determinants and realized effects of mask usage. Some studies have sought to identify correlations between socio-demographic characteristics and mask usage (Fisher et al., 2020; Haischer et al., 2020). These studies found correlations between regions and mask usage but did not account for local mask mandates. If it is the case that mask mandates and regions are correlated – which is revealed to be the case by a map of mask mandates – then the existing analysis may be biased by the omission of mandate data. These studies are emblematic of cases in which local mask mandate data is needed to prevent bias and improve precision. The county-level mask mandate data being provided here has already been utilized by Milosh et al. (2020) in their analyses of the correlation between political partisanship and mask usage to address potential confounding from local mandates.

The provided data could also be used to study the effects of the mask mandates themselves
on mask usage, COVID-19 incidence, mortality, or other outcomes. Previously, data on stay-at-home mandates have been combined with mobility data to identify intention-to-treat effects (Brzezinski et al., 2020; Chernozhukov et al., 2020; Gupta et al., 2020; Lyu and Wehby, 2020b; Wright et al., 2020). With access to county-level mask mandate data, similar analyses could be carried out relatively easily while yielding distinct, useful results. For example, Knotek et al. (2020) attain survey findings that suggest legal enforcement of mask usage is likely to have positive effects on realized mask usage. Instead, findings from a natural experiment are generally preferred to survey results. For example, Betsch et al. (2020) use cross-sectional German data to estimate the effect of mask mandates on mask usage and other behavioral outcomes. Until now, such analyses was not possible in the US context. Such analyses could improve forecasts and potentially help local and state governments make better-informed decisions regarding mask mandates.

**Existing Databases**

Raifman et al. (2020) have published a database of state-level policies regarding stay-at-home orders, mask mandates, business closures, housing policies, Medicaid and SNAP policies, and several other topics relevant to Covid-19 response. We thank Raifman et al. (2020) for inspiring this effort. Additionally, some states’ county-level policies have been summarised by local media outlets or other organizations. However, no centralized database yet exists containing individualized data on each county in all states. Thus, we are providing this database of county-level mask mandates to provide researchers with detailed information on mask mandates at the county-level across the US in the hopes that it opens the way to new research questions and improvements to extant research. The data may be used to study the intent-to-treat effects of mask mandates, improve estimate precision or reduce bias in regressions involving mask usage.

**Data Collection**

We followed a predefined protocol to collect county-level data on the start and end dates of mask mandate policy in the United States.
Phase I: Baseline data collection and validation by IPAL Lab

Following is the step-by-step process that we incorporated:

1. Research assistants from the IPAL lab were assigned 5 states of the United States each. Given the size of the program’s cohort, more than one research assistant was assigned the same state.

2. The researchers then accumulated the state-level and county-level data on the start date, end date and conditions of the mask mandate policy on their respective states.

3. Conditions of mask mandate policy entailed three choices: all public places, retail only, and unspecified. The choices meant if a mask was required to be worn in all public places, in retail places only, or that the policy was not defined in the county websites (or other credible sources), respectively.

4. In order to cross-validate the aforementioned data points, other researchers who were assigned the same state performed their independent research and verified the data entered by their peers.

5. Mask mandate policy pertaining to only COVID-19 was captured; mask-policies stemming from other reasons or issues (such as pollution) were not captured in the dataset.

6. Other policies relating to COVID-19, like a shelter-in-place were not treated as proxies for a mask-mandate policy. Only if there were a mask mandate, the data was documented.

7. In the dataset, only if there was a state-wide policy the information was recorded in the state section. In case the mask-policy was only implemented by specific counties (and not the whole state), the state data was left blank, and this was captured in the county level data only.

8. If the county’s start date of the policy was before its respective State’s policy - the county’s date was captures in the county-level database and the state wide policy date was captured in the state level database.
9. In some cases, where the policy was implemented in a city earlier than it was implemented in its respective state or county, the date on which the policy was implemented in the city was treated as the date on which the county implemented its policy. In these specific cases, it was assumed that most population of that county resides in the city which was ahead in policy implementation. It was assumed that most people in the county are likely treated by the city-wide mandate.

10. In case there was no reliable evidence found for counties / states, no data was recorded.

11. In case there was no reliable evidence telling that the policy has been reversed, the end-date was left blank assuming that the policy is still in place.

12. If the researchers found competing evidence for the start date of the policy, the earliest date was recorded in the database.

**Phase II: Supplemental data updates and validation by DPSS Lab**

After the first draft of the data was finalized, research assistants in the DPSS lab cross-validated the data again, and checked for updates in state or county level policies. Following steps were incorporated for this process:

1. Research assistants were asked to re-validate the sources already documented and verify the start and end dates of the COVID-19 specific mask mandate policy. The conditions of the policy were also re-validated by the researchers.

2. Every researcher was assigned one state to check for a statewide mandate. Additionally, each of them were also assigned 67 counties to check for county-wide mask mandates.

After an intermediate version of data was procured, the authors performed spot-checks to finalize the data that is now publicly available for public use.
Data Access and Revisions

Access

We are making the data publicly available for download at this location. Navigate to the Tracking Mask Mandates section and click the latest link. It will take you to a database hosted as a Google Sheet, which is downloadable. The date of the last update will be included in the title of the sheet.

Link: [https://www.austinlwright.com/covid-research](https://www.austinlwright.com/covid-research)

Data Collection: Tracking Mask Mandates

During summer 2020, I led two research labs that collected a comprehensive, county-specific database of local mask mandates. To advance scientific research on the importance, phased roll out, and downstream consequences of mask mandates, we have made this data publicly available and free to download. We ask anyone using the data to cite our working paper and acknowledge the source of the data.

Figure 2: Website interface for downloading latest Tracking Mask Mandates database.
**Recommending a revision**

We strongly encourage users to evaluate the data retrieved and offer feedback for the database. To formalize this process, we have launched a Google Form that we can use to track and implement recommended amendments to the database.

**Link:** [https://forms.gle/DtUSyvHDj9rj1Akg8](https://forms.gle/DtUSyvHDj9rj1Akg8)

![Google Form interface for recommending revisions to the Tracking Mask Mandates database.](image)

**Figure 3:** Google Form interface for recommending revisions to the Tracking Mask Mandates database.
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